
THE CONTROVERSIAL UNITED STATES PRESIDENT REAGANS TAX

CUTS AND FOREIGN POLICY IN THE 1980S

This article discusses the domestic policy of the Ronald Reagan administration from to His policies also included the
largest tax cut in American history as well as . and the United States moved from being the world's largest international
Reagan also attempted to make good on his campaign promise to.

A deficit occurs when spending exceeds revenues in any year. Mondale gradually pulled away from Hart in
the delegate count, and at the Democratic National Convention in San Francisco on July 16, Mondale received
the overwhelming support of the un-elected super delegates from the party establishment to win the
nomination. In its effort to curb high inflation with dramatically increased interest rates, the Federal Reserve
also triggered a deep recession. When Ronald Reagan left office in , he had the highest approval rating of any
president since Franklin Roosevelt. International Events In , a number of people in Sweden called in sick with
a case of being homosexual, in protest of homosexuality being classified as an illness. The music videos the
network played made stars out of bands like Duran Duran and Culture Club and made megastars out of artists
like Michael Jackson , whose elaborate "Thriller" video helped sell , albums in the five days after its first
broadcast. Greenspan raised interest rates in another attempt to curb inflation, setting off a stock market crash
in October known as " Black Monday ," but the markets stabilized and recovered in the following weeks. Bush
, reneged on a campaign promise and raised taxes. The author offers a surprisingly fair evaluation of
supply-side economics, and goes on to trace the theory's origins. Later he won the heart of the nation when the
stories of his courage and humor disarmed critics and endeared him to the public. Germain Depository
Institutions Act deregulated savings and loan associations and allowed banks to provide adjustable-rate
mortgages. As a result, banks invested in risky real estate ventures. Parr's quick-witted diversion of the
presidential limousine to the hospital was a move that probably saved Reagan's life. However, general
adherence to the principle of stare decisis, along with minority support, left most of the major landmark case
decisions such as Brown, Miranda, and Roe v. Despite its mixed track record, a majority of Americans still
believed in the conservative agenda by the late s. Unlike hippies, however, yuppies tended to be materialistic
and focused on image, comfort, and economic prosperity. Bombing of Lebanon Barracks On October 23, ,
suicide bombers crashed a truck bearing more than 2, pounds of explosives through protective barricades at U.
Mondale had the largest number of party leaders supporting him, and he had raised more money than any
other candidate. The experience in Lebanon was devastating one for the President, and it altered his
administration's policy in the Middle East; he never again sent ground troops into Lebanon or any other place
in the Middle East. Reagan implemented policies based on supply-side economics, and advocated a classical
liberal and laissez-faire philosophy, seeking to stimulate the economy with large, across-the-board tax cuts
that especially benefited the wealthiest Americans. Additionally, Reagan received  Reagan was a proponent of
supply-side economics, which argues that economic growth can be created most effectively by offering
incentives for people to produce supply goods and services. Nobel Prizeâ€”winning economist Robert Solow
stated, "As for Reagan being responsible [for the s boom], that's far-fetched. Some churches restricted access
when mass or services were not being held. He was also loyal to apartheid South Africa, considering that
country a friend and ally. In the campaign, Reagan articulated his supply-side economics vision and his goal
of inciting an economic revival by cutting taxes and government spending.


